Industrial wind turbine noise could be “intolerable”

There’s no question that industrial wind turbines generate noise.
Apex Clean Energy’s Lighthouse Wind project, which could site up to 70, 600foot industrial turbines along 12 miles of the Lake Ontario shoreline in the towns of
Somerset and Yates, is projected to generate sound reaching 45 decibels.
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation published noise
assessment guidelines classifies 20 decibels above pre-existing background as
“intolerable.” And background at night in this community is likely to be about 20
decibels.
Environmental attorney Gary Abraham, talked about noise and other negative
impacts from industrial wind turbines during SOS Night on Wednesday (July 25, 2018),
at Niagara Shores Campground & Conference Center in Appleton. Abraham practices
private public interest law focusing on environmental and land use regulation,
administrative proceedings and civil litigation.
“Wind farms industrialize rural areas,” Abraham said. “They industrialize a rural
community’s character. People come here for the peace and quiet. That will be gone
for most of the people who live within the (industrial wind turbine) project area.
“Industrial wind turbine noise has been measured as far as 20 miles away. 45
decibels of wind turbine noise will be heard at least one mile from the project.”
Pam Atwater, president of Save Ontario Shores, said Apex continues to ignore
the overwhelming local opposition to the industrial wind turbines. “The arrogant, totally

dismissive attitude is evidence Apex doesn’t understand and hasn’t acknowledged the
high level of opposition to this project. It is galling to be dismissed in this way.”
Atwater encouraged SOS supporters to be vocal. “Let your elected officials know
your concerns and how you stand on this project. Post your comments to the New York
State Department of Public Service site. Be specific in the concerns you address. Talk
about the issues that are important to you and your connections to the area. We
understand what’s at risk with this proposed project. Our personal knowledge is very
powerful.”
Kate Kremer, SOS vice president, talked about why so many local residents have
lined up against the Apex plan. “This project does not fit the character of our towns as
set forth in our comprehensive plans and local waterfront revitalization plans. We are a
scenic waterfront community. 600-foot towers will overwhelm our trees, silos and church
steeples. They will distract from this region as a great place to live, vacation and retire.”
Abraham said he expects the siting process will last at least another 16 months.

